By David P. Hamilton

Last in a series exploring the relationship between MIT independent living groups and their Boston neighbors...

MIT fraternities and independent living groups (IGs) in Boston currently feel they are being affected if the Neighborhood Association of the Back Bay (NABB) takes legal measures against them, according to Robert A. Sherwood, advisor to fraternities and independent living groups.

The NABB, a Boston-based group, has made several serious complaints about MIT IGs to the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs at MIT, according to T. Ely Anderson '66, chairman of the Interfraternity Council (IFC).
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A spokesman from NABB informed the GDSA last September that if MIT did not act on the complaints the NABB would take "whatever legal steps are necessary," Sherwood said.

The NABB expects MIT to discontinue off-campus student internships for the fall term, according to T. Ely Anderson '66, chairman of the Interfraternity Council (IFC).

The city's unusual system of "proportional representation," under which candidates are elected in blocks that candidates preferentially, affected the composition for campus years.

This system allows some candidates to receive the support of weak, independent groups.
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